Colocation Services
Colocation Services (Hosting) offer customers the option of physically installing
their video infrastructure at a VSGi data center, built on a secure, redundant, and
reliable video network. VSGi’s team of experienced Certified Video Engineers
install, monitor, and manage your equipment for you. Additionally, Colocation
Services reduce the strain on your premise based network while lowering the cost of
managing and delivering a video network to your employees.
Our data centers are designed to meet the highest industry standards - raised
floors, AC and DC power distribution, uninterruptible power supplies, backup
generators, redundant fiber connections to major carriers, automatic fire detection &
suppression equipment, and more. VSGi Colocation Services are flexible and can be
designed to meet your specific needs.
VSGi Colocation Services Include:
Dedicated Rackspace & Guaranteed Power VSGi data centers have full power backup generators in
combination with UPS systems to guarantee maximum availability. VSGi’s industry-leading Service Level
Agreements (SLA) guarantees 99.999% uptime. Power options include 120 Volt and 208 Volt (both 30 Amps).
Temperature Control VSGi data centers are equipped with redundant down-flow cooling units to guarantee
maximum cooling for your equipment. Our data centers are set from 64º to 77º F with a humidity level of 40% 60%.
Cable Management Our Colo Services include cable management to ensure optimal performance. Racks and
enclosures need organized cable management both inside and outside the rack. Poor cable management can
damage cables, increase time to add or change out cables, and block critical airflow or access. This can lead to
inefficiencies in the performance of your equipment and downtime.
Physical Security The VSGi data center is staffed with a security professional 24 / 7 / 365. Rest assured that your
gear is safe with us.
Fire Detection & Suppression State of the art automatic fire detection and gas-based suppression system
ensure that your equipment is safe in the unlikely event of a fire.
Award Winning VSGi Customer Support 24/7/365 Measured at 99% in 2010 by Boston Research Group. 9 out
of 10 customers would refer VSGi to a colleague or business partner.
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